Goal-directed movements of the hand are often directed straight at the target, e.g. when swatting a fly; but when drawing or avoiding obstacles, hand trajectories can also become quite complex. Studies on movement planning have largely neglected the latter case and the question of whether the same neural machinery is planning straight, saccade-like vs. complex hand trajectories. Using time-resolved fMRI during delayed response tasks we examined planning activity in human superior parietal lobule (SPL) and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd).
INTRODUCTION
Goal-directed eye saccades and hand reaches share many commonalities. Both movement types are prepared based on target and effector representations in a visual (retinal) reference frame and even the neural correlates responsible for their programming do partially overlap 1 
.
According to a well-established view, the motor plans for saccades are thereby defined by coding a difference vector between the current position of the eye and the desired saccade endpoint [2] [3] [4] [5] . As there are no objects in the eye socket that would interfere with the rotation of the eyeball, such simple planning scheme seems optimal for its purpose. In many cases hand movements are executed in a similar point-to-point fashion, such as when catching a ball or swatting a fly. In these latter situations the hand movement could likewise be determined by a difference vector between target and hand 6 . However, this does not always suffice: imagine you'd like to reach for your pen, but a mug of coffee sits right between the pen and your hand.
In such situation your eye could still saccade straight towards the pen while any straight accompanying hand movement aimed just at the pen would cause your hand to bump into the mug with potentially severe consequences. Therefore, to allow the hand to circumvent the obstacle, an appropriate reach trajectory needs to be programmed. It seems likely, that such ability to precisely plan hand trajectories is not only required to avoid obstacles, but it perhaps does also underlie our ability to perform the seemingly endless variety of highly-complex and skillful movements of the hand, such as drawing or handwriting.
Electrophysiological research in monkeys has yielded some important clues about where and how the planning of reach trajectories could be realized by the brain. A prominent candidate for reach trajectory planning is dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), as neurons in this brain area are not merely interested in target location or the hand-target difference vector but do represent information relevant for trajectory coding. For instance, in the presence of obstacles PMd does not only code movement plans towards the target location itself but it also represents the initial direction of movement that is needed to circumvent any obstacle 15 .
Moreover, Hocherman and Wise 7 have demonstrated, that some neurons in macaque premotor cortex (as well as primary motor cortex and supplementary motor area) exhibit firing patterns that correlate with the curvature of the trajectory of an upcoming reach. Premotor coding of reach curvature may -along with the coding of initial movement direction -support the ability to circumvent obstacle. In accordance with this interpretation, ablation of premotor cortex disables monkeys' ability to avoid obstacles and they instead attempt to reach directly towards the target 8 . This latter experiment not only directly supports a role of PMd in trajectory planning. It also highlights that planning of straight, direct reaches is still preserved despite PMd lesions and hence such vector-like reach planning must be (also) maintained by 6, 53 , i.e. in an optimal format for coding straight reach paths. Yet, several electrophysiological studies demonstrated that these reach planning regions in PPC may also contain trajectory-related information beyond vector coding. Note, however, that unlike to the work on PMd most of these studies focused on neural activity during reach execution [9] [10] [11] [12] but not on planning. A notable exception is the study of Torres and colleagues 13 , who utilized a simplified obstacle avoidance task. They demonstrated that single cells in monkey PRR modulated their activity prior to the reach whenever a barrier blocked the direct reach path. It was unclear, however, whether the modulation observed in this study truly reflected the initial reach direction or, alternatively, strategical chances in initial hand posture present during the planning stage. Taken together, previous research on reach planning in monkey posterior parietal cortex has highlighted its role in the vector-like coding of reach movements. It is unclear, however, whether it also contributes to the planning of complex trajectories.
Here we tried to reveal how trajectory information is represented prior to movement execution in reach -related areas of the human brain, namely areas SPL and PMd.
Specifically, we wanted to examine how trajectory representations change when a movement plan could theoretically be constructed by just defining a vector between the initial hand position and a target as compared to situations when these difference vectors are identical but the movement paths vary. Based on the aforementioned research in macaque monkeys we expected to potentially reveal trajectory plan representations in human SPL [10] [11] [12] 9, 13, 14 and PMd 7, 14, 15 and, possibly, in primary motor cortex 7, 16 as well as supplementary motor area 7, 14 .
Additionally, we assumed that the trajectory representations in SPL and PMd would likely differ depending on the type of the movement required: while PMd should contribute to the preparation of complex trajectories, SPL might be exclusively engaged in planning straight and direct paths.
RESULTS
To address our hypotheses, we conducted two human functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments where subjects had to plan and execute finger reaches towards visually cued targets. Two groups of twelve and seven volunteers took part in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. All of them were right handed, had no history of neurological disease and had normal or corrected to normal vision (see "METHODS" for details). All volunteers gave their written informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki prior to the experiment, and the study was approved by the local ethics committee. In Experiment 1 we varied the length of complex (curved) reach trajectories while keeping the hand-target vector constant across conditions. This experiment mimicked situations that enforce the programming of detailed trajectories (like during obstacle avoidance). In Experiment 2 we varied the distance to the target, and thus the hand-target vector, while instructing subjects to perform simple, straight reaches towards it. We hypothesized that if reach trajectories are represented by neural populations reflecting the desired path, the BOLD signal amplitude should scale with certain kinematic properties of trajectories (i.e. their length or complexity) as it would capture the increasingly larger neural populations that are recruited to represent these properties as they scale up For the purpose of our experiments, we constructed a virtual-reality reach environment, consisting of an MR-compatible resistive touchscreen panel and a rear projection display system allowing subjects to receive visual feedback about their reaching finger position in approximate spatio-temporal correspondence with the true movement (Fig. 1A) . Subjects were positioned with their head tilted forward inside the head coil to allow them to naturally look in the direction matching their fingertip position although without a direct vision of their hand.
Experiment 1
The first experiment (Fig. 1B) consisted of a circular reaching paradigm comprising of two task variants: the first variant was a delayed reach task (DRT), which was used to trace reach-trajectory-related activity during planning and execution. The participants were required to remember an initially cued target location ("CUE"-phase), and then, after a delay ("DELAY"-phase), a "go" cue appeared that prompted the participants to move their finger to the now invisible target location ("REACH"-phase). The DRT was contrasted with a second task, namely a control task (CT), in which subjects' goal was to ignore the initial spatial cue and, after a delay, to move to a visible target presented at a new location. The key difference between both tasks was that in the DRT, the subjects had to plan a movement well before its execution (during the delay epoch), whereas in the CT, the movement was only planned after the "go" cue appeared, namely when the actual target was presented. The key idea is that during the delay period of the DRT one can assess planning activity in the absence of the varying sensory cues and before a movement is being executed. By contrasting the respective activity estimates in the DRT with the CT one can further control for unspecific processes common to both tasks such as unspecific motor preparation (e.g. compare Lindner In both tasks the finger starting location was the topmost position between two large circles indicating the circular movement space. The current location of the finger was indicated by a small dot visible during the CUE and the REACH phase only. An arrow cue indicated either a clockwise (right pointing arrow) or a counter-clockwise movement (left pointing arrow) towards the target cue. Accordingly, reaches needed to be executed along a circular path of varying distance (see Fig. 1B ; also compare Fig. S1 A and B) . This allowed us to capture trajectory-related information and to isolate it from information related to a handtarget vector and an eye-target vector, which both were (on average) kept constant in this task. Moreover, this procedure ensured that the target and any retrospective memory thereof would be the same across conditions while reach distance (and complexity) and any related prospective processes engaged in reach planning would vary. In the CT the initial cues were irrelevant and the circular movement was specified by independently selected directional and target cues displayed during the movement epoch (Fig. 1B) .
As a first step, we analyzed subjects' behavior in Experiment 1 in terms of subjects' reaction times as well as the duration, speed, endpoint error of movement and frequency of residual saccades. In brief, 2x2 (repeated measures) ANOVAs with the factors TASK and DISTANCE were performed on subjects' average behavioral estimates. The respective statistical analysis of subjects' reaction times (Fig. S1C ) yielded significantly shorter reaction times in the DRT condition than in the control condition, indicating that the movements were actually pre-planned in the DRT (factor TASK: df=11, F=6. 8 Most importantly, the saccade rates in both CUE and DELAY phase of DRT did not differ for our trajectory manipulation ("NEAR" vs. "FAR").
Subjects' task-related brain activity was assessed by means of fMRI. Experiments were performed in a 3T Siemens Trio scanner. Functional imaging was done using EPI sequences with 2s temporal resolution and 3x3x4 mm voxel size. Functional data were analyzed using SPM8 and were modeled using a general linear model, in which we included the following regressors of interest: the main epochs of a trial ("CUE", "DELAY", "REACH")
were modeled separately for each experimental task (DRT vs. CT) and for each trajectory length ("NEAR" vs. "FAR"). In order to assess correlates of trajectory planning in SPL and
PMd we chose a region of interest-(ROI-) based approach. In the first step we delineated a Statistical comparisons were performed across subjects' average timecourses and between experimental conditions. Activity-timecourses were compared for trajectories of varying length/complexity and separately for each condition. Specifically, we engaged a time-resolved analysis by recruiting multiple paired t-tests performed separately for each time point. We decided for such ROI-based time-course analysis to be able to scrutinize the dynamics of activity changes in planning areas as we expected those to potentially reflect trajectory plan representations. S3A ; note that we assume a typical delay in time to peak of the even-related haemodynamic response in the human brain 19, 20 , which amounts to 5-6 seconds, and a respective decay to baseline). During this time period we observed a significant increase in BOLD activity during planning of longer/more complex trajectories in PMd -as was expected ( Fig. 2A ; cyan shaded area). Note that this difference emerged already early after cue presentation and already then might have reflect a trajectoryrelated difference in planning at early stages. However, as was pointed out before, additional CUE-related modulations of the fMRI-signal can -even if unlikely -not be completely ruled out. Finally, the difference between conditions was also present during the REACH-phase.
Note, however, during this period signal modulations are contaminated by systematic differences between conditions such as movement duration or speed and the related differences in visual movement feedback (as is further illustrated below). In contrast to PMd, such trajectory-related signal modulation was virtually absent in SPL (Fig. 2B ). This result speaks against a major contribution of SPL to the planning of complex trajectories. Finally, the absence of any trajectory-related variation of BOLD-signals in the DELAY phase of the control task in our main ROIs suggests that the observed signal differences in PMd are not merely due to unspecific motor preparation (Fig. S3B ). In the REACH-phase, however, PMd also exhibited a significantly higher signal amplitude during FAR as opposed to NEAR reaches (Fig. S3B) . As was mentioned before for the DRT, this activity pattern is likely accounted for by the systematic differences in movement execution and movement feedback. In none of our additional ROIs we could reveal a significant signal-difference between NEAR and FAR during the late DELAY-phase. It is noteworthy that in M1 we also observed a significant effect of trajectory but early during the DELAY-phase (Fig. S3A ). Finally, like for
PMd we observed an effect of reach trajectory during reach execution in V1, M1, SMA, mIPS and aIPS (rightward panels in Fig. S3A ). In all cases activity was higher for the more complex/longer trajectory. Note, however, the presence of these effects is not necessarily related to planning. It might be rather explained by the systematic differences in movement or -as is clearly indicated by V1 -by the respective amount of visual motion. As was true for
PMd and SPL, we did not see any trajectory-related variation of BOLD-signals in the DELAYphase of the control task in either of the additional ROIs, but only during the REACH-phase (see Fig. S3B ).
In summary, in Experiment 1 we demonstrate that PMd -and potentially also M1 -represent plans for reach trajectories. This was evident from the fact that planning activity reflected differences in the length of curved trajectories despite the initial hand-target difference vectors were identical across trials. In the next experiment we tried to reveal potential trajectory representations during a situation in which movements were supposed to be directed straight towards a target and could thus -at least potentially -be defined by such a hand-target difference vector.
Experiment 2
In the second experiment the overall design was similar to the one used in Experiment 1 in that we contrasted a delayed reach planning task with a direct reach task. This time, however, we used a simple center-out reaching task (compare Fig. 1D ). Such task should allow us to see whether the potential trajectory-related scaling of the BOLD-signal would be seen in brain We will next consider task-related changes of brain activity in our main and in the complimentary planning-related ROIs. Note that we used a similar procedure for ROI selection to the one used in Experiment 1. The actual brain regions selected for further ROI analyses were -besides, SPL and PMd -practically the same as in Experiment 1 (see figure   S2 , compare also Materials and Methods for further details on ROI selection).
The BOLD signals in these ROIs during the reach phase of the DRT were quite similar to those observed in Experiment 1: longer trajectories yielded larger signal amplitudes in PMd, SPL aIPS, mIPS, SMA and M1 (see Fig. 2C&D and S5A, rightward part of panels).
More importantly, planning-related BOLD signals extracted during the late DELAY phase of the DRT were markedly higher for longer trajectories not only in PMd but this time in the SPL too ( Fig Finally, to test for the principled difference in the activation pattern in our main ROIs, 
DISCUSSION
In Experiment 1 we showed that different reach trajectories for targets kept at the same visual locations produce differential planning responses in dorsal premotor cortex but not in SPL.
Experiment 2 allowed us to further demonstrate that trajectories are represented in PMd even if reaches could, at least in principle, be coded by a simple hand-target difference vector.
Moreover, we show that the activity modulated by the trajectory of straight reaches is also visible in the medial portion of SPL. Comparing the results from these two experiments, we may note that while PMd contains representations of trajectories irrespective of their complexity, SPL (and perhaps also supplementary motor area) primarily encode trajectory plans for simple reaches directed straight towards a target.
Note that we ensured the reported differences could not be accounted for by subjects' residual eye movements ( Fig. S1G & S4G) . Moreover, constant error rates across conditions, as were present in both experiments ( Fig. S1E & S4E) , suggest that the different planningrelated signals did not simply result from increasing task difficulty, but rather reflected . Then, during reach execution, the hand would be guided on-line by a feedbackbased control system [22] [23] [24] . This way, trajectory would require only the first desired state (goal)
to be planned in advance. As an alternative to the above, it may be hypothesized that the reach trajectory is constructed and represented as a whole at the initial stages of reach planning 17 and only then, this initial plan is being converted to respective motor commands during movement execution while likewise allowing for on-line corrections for potential movement inaccuracies. Unfortunately, most previous research on trajectory coding concentrated on the stage of movement execution, albeit with some exceptions which (also) focused on reach planning prior to execution 13, 7, 15 . On the basis of the electrophysiological results provided by these latter studies, however, one could not determine whether the changes in planning activity reflect the whole trajectory of an upcoming reach or only specific factors like a change in the initial direction of the reach as enforced by additional cues (e.g. obstacles) 7, 15 , or changes of the initial hand posture 13 . In the latter cases, the remaining parts In accordance with earlier studies, we did observe trajectory information encoded in M1 activity during movement execution 7, 16, 44 . who also reported SMA to be more active in coding straight than curved reach paths, as evident from the number of neurons responding to either of those.
Hence, similar to SPL, SMA seems to be more involved in coding direct, straight trajectories.
Yet, it still remains to be determined what exact role the SMA plays in this process and whether our observation can be confirmed.
In conclusion, our study shows that trajectory information is represented in premotor and posterior parietal areas of the human brain well before movement execution. Moreover, we reveal differences in the representation of planned reach trajectories across these areas. allow to rapidly acquire targets in a straight and simple fashion whereas the frontal system would take over whenever movements have to be performed with finesse and when the right movement path is an integral part of the motor goal.
METHODS

Participants
Twelve healthy, right-handed participants (11 females) in the age range of 20-32 years (mean age 25 years), participated in Experiment 1. Seven healthy, right-handed volunteers (6 females, age range 20-31 years, mean age 25 years) took part in Experiment 2. Out of these, five subjects had also participated in Experiment 1 (two of them had completed Experiment 2 first). The over-representation of female subjects in both experiments resulted from spatial constraints given our setup (especially touchscreen size and its position, see Fig. 1A ), which required particularly slim subjects.
The number of participants was guided by a power analysis (power=0.80; alpha=0.05) that was informed by the descriptive statistics of a timecourse analysis on a previously published, similar fMRI dataset. In that study, planning activity varied as a function of movement sequence length 33 . For the power analysis we considered the within-subject activity difference during the late delay period (last 4 sec) in left PMd, namely for a delayed response task that required the planning of a less complex (2 targets) vs. a more complex (4 targets) movement sequence. This analysis suggested a sample size of 11 subjects (two-tailed tests). For Experiment 2 we relaxed this criterion (one-tailed tests), as we had a directional hypothesis (the stronger the activity the more complex trajectory planning). Note that here we measured each experimental condition 25 times per individual, while the study that informed our power analyses only comprised of 9 repetitions per condition. 
MR-compatible reach setup
We realized our experiments in a custom made MRI-compatible virtual reality reach setup, in which we could record 2D movements of subjects' right index finger and could provide subjects a virtual visual representation of their finger on a stimulus screen (see Fig. 1A ).
Specifically, visual stimuli were projected via an LCD projector onto a translucent screen, mounted directly behind the head coil of the scanner (1024x768 pixels; 60Hz refresh rate).
Subjects viewed the stimulus screen via a mirror, positioned in front of the participant. Viewing distance was approximately 82cm and roughly matched the distance from participants' eyes to the touchscreen. To track subjects' finger movements we used a MRI-compatible motion capture system, utilizing a resistive touchscreen panel from MAG (www.magconcept.com), mounted on a plastic board. This touchscreen-board was placed on top of a plastic rack onto which the stimulus-mirror, a camera for eye movement recordings and the display screen were mounted in addition. Limited by the spatial constraints of the scanner environment, we always tried to approximate a parallel alignment between the touchscreen and the display to guarantee approximate spatio-temporal correspondence between measured finger position and visual feedback thereof. Subjects were positioned with their head tilted forward inside the scanner head coil, so that they could directly look towards their pointing finger. Ultimately, direct vision of the hand was blocked by both the mirror and additional masks and subjects had to rely on the virtual visual feedback about their finger position instead. All reaches were performed in darkness and the only visual information provided was the one projected through the display system. In order to minimize potential disturbances of the magnetic field by hand and arm movements we stabilized each subject's arm, elbow and shoulder with foam cushions and adhesive tape, so that only wrist and finger movements were made possible. To minimize movement friction we had subjects wear a cotton glove on their reaching hand.
Each of our experiments was preceded by a training session during which the subjects familiarized themselves with the tasks demands. All subjects were additionally required to practice the experiment for a minimum of 10 minutes inside the scanner once the MRI setup had been completed.
Eye recordings
Eye fixation was monitored at 50Hz sampling rate with an MR-compatible combined camera and infra-red illumination system (MRC Systems) using the ViewPoint software (Arrington Research). Due to technical difficulties of recording eye movements in the experimental environment (extensive video capture noise, too long setup time) we were only able to perform systematic eye-recording analyses in 10 out of 12 subjects in Experiment 1 and in 5 out of 7 subjects in Experiment 2. All eye movement analyses were performed off-line using custom routines written in Matlab (MathWorks). In brief, eye position samples were filtered using a second-order 10Hz digital low-pass filter. Saccades were detected using an absolute velocity threshold (20 degrees per second), and blinks were defined as gaps in the eye position records caused by eyelid closure. Time periods with blinks were excluded from subsequent analysis. We instructed the subjects to continuously fixate on the central spot.
While our subjects fulfilled this requirement in the majority of trials, we still assessed the frequency of residual saccades (amplitudes ≥ 1 deg visual angle) on a trial by trial basis and compared saccade frequencies in the CUE and in the DELAY epoch across conditions to control for potential eye movement-related confounds.
Experiment 1
The detailed paradigms of Experiment 1 are depicted in Figure 1B . Each trial started with a 15s/16s fixation period (FIXATE), during which subjects were instructed to fixate a centrally location, we could alter the movement trajectory, without affecting target eccentricity and, accordingly, the hand-target difference vector. In the DRT condition subjects were required to remember the target location and to plan a movement to it according to the arrow cue.
Subjects were told to ignore target and arrow cues in the CT condition, as the relevant cues would be delivered only later in the REACH phase. In both conditions subjects were asked to maintain fixation and avoid blinking during this CUE period. Next, we presented an image for 500ms, which was made up of (400) randomly positioned, black and white circles approximately the size of the cursor, to mask any after-images of the cues (not shown in Fig.   1B ). This mask was followed by a DELAY period lasting 15s-16s. During the DELAY subjects were instructed to keep fixation and, again, blinking was allowed though discouraged during that period. Note that we assume that correlates of goal-directed movement planning should be present during this phase in DRT but not in CT. Finally, the response screen appeared for 3s signaling the REACH phase. In the DRT subjects had to move their right index finger to the pre-cued target location as fast and accurate as possible through a single, smooth movement of their finger. In the CT subjects were presented a new target location and a new arrow cue, and had to immediately perform a movement according to these cues. Once reaching the instructed goal, subjects had to stay at the final location until the response screen disappeared. Then, a blank screen appeared for 4s (not shown in Figure 1B ) and subjects had to return their finger to the tactile cue. They were also encouraged to blink specifically during this period to reduce corneal drying in the face of prolonged periods of fixation. Note that visual feedback about finger position was only provided during the CUE and REACH phases of a trial. All experimental conditions were presented randomly interleaved and were repeated 25 times across 5 consecutive scanning sessions per subject.
Experiment 2
The overall design of Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1 (compare Fig. 1D ) In DRT trials, subjects were instructed to remember the target cue and plan a movement to it, whereas in CT trials they were told to ignore the initial cue. The CUE screen was then masked for 500ms and a DELAY period followed, lasting 15-16 seconds. Ultimately, the REACH screen appeared for 3s and subjects had to move the cursor to the remembered target location in DRT, or to the newly cued target location in CT. After the instructed target location was reached they had to maintain their finger position at this location until the end of this task period. Then the screen was blanked and subjects had to return to the starting position. Subjects were required to perform straight movements, without lifting the finger off the touchscreen and they were told to be "as fast and as accurate as possible". Else they did not receive any additional instructions on how to plan/perform their reaches, as we did not want to bias their natural planning strategies. As in Experiment 1, we presented all experimental conditions randomly interleaved and repeated them 25 times across 5 consecutive scanning sessions per subject.
Finger movement analysis
Finger movement data were preprocessed using custom routines programmed in Matlab fMRI acquisition and analyses.
MRI images were acquired using a 3T Siemens TRIO scanner using a twelve-channel head the most inferior aspects of the cerebellum which were not covered in several of our subjects.
Functional data were processed using SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). In every subject, functional images were spatially aligned to the first volume in a series, and then coregistered to the T1 image. After that, a non-linear normalization of the structural image to a template in MNI space was performed. Parameters from normalization were then applied to the functional images. In the last step of data pre-processing, we smoothened all the functional images with a Gaussian filter of 6mm x 6mm x 8mm FWHM.
In subject-specific fMRI analyses we next specified a GLM for each individual including our four experimental conditions ("task" [DRT, CT] x "movement distance" ["NEAR", "FAR"]).
Each condition was modeled separately for each of our three trial epochs (CUE+MASK, DELAY, REACH). The regressor duration was defined according to respective epoch duration. functional brain organization, we detected planning areas significantly more active during the delay epoch in DRT than the respective epoch of CT trials in each subject (for that step, single subject activity maps were thresholded at p<0.001, uncorrected).
We additionally performed a group-level analysis to delineate the areas commonly activated by reach planning in our experiments. For this purpose we entered the respective (first level) contrast images in a second-level group analysis (one-tailed t test). In this step, we used a minimal cluster-size criterion (k>10 voxels) and a statistical threshold of p<0.001, uncorrected.
Region of Interest Analyses
We used the results of the group-level analysis and anatomical landmarks (see below) to subjects that participated in both of our experiments, we used the ROI coordinates of Experiment 1 also for Experiment 2 (5 out of 7 subjects) (compare fig. S2 ), For ROI analyses we always considered the average activity of voxels within a 3mm radius around the ROI center coordinate. Note that our ROI definition meets the criteria described by Kriegeskorte et al. 54 to avoid circularity in data analysis.
Time-resolved fMRI analysis
Using custom protocols written in Matlab (MathWorks) (compare ref. 33), we extracted and analyzed BOLD-signal timecourses for each of our ROIs. Importantly, we separately analyzed timecourses during the CUE and DELAY vs. the REACH epoch: timecourses for the CUE and DELAY phase were aligned to the onset of the CUE, and normalized to the baseline defined as a time window of -5s to -3s preceding CUE onset. As planning processes are likely to take place beginning as early as the presentation of the target cue we analyzed both trial epochs together. The signals for the REACH epoch were aligned to the onset of the REACH phase and normalized to the same baseline period as above. The timecourses were filtered with a digital high-pass filter (128s cutoff frequency) and interpolated at 1s temporal resolution (given the temporal jitter in our design).
To examine the effect of trajectory on the BOLD signal in each of the ROIs, we performed a time-resolved analysis of the timecourses with respect to their relative amplitude over the principle trial epochs (CUE/DELAY and REACH) using paired t-tests (compare "RESULTS" section). Only the significant differences spanning over three or more consecutive time points were taken into consideration. The comparison between the main ROIs was done with mixed-models ANOVA in R. and aIPS show significant signal differences during the planning epoch in DRT. All areas except V1 show differences during the reach epoch. Note that some of these areas show differences only before the reach execution-related peak of the BOLD response, suggesting that some of these differences might still refer to planning during the late delay. B) In the control task, no ROI showed planning-related differences. However, both SMA and M1 exhibited differences during the reach stage (also compare to A and Figure S3 ). 
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